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What is it?
• Handling an uncertain venture

– Start and end dates 
– Finite resources
– Multiple steps
– Process: define, plan, implement and 

evaluate the venture
• Dealing with your everyday detail tasks in 

a way that moves your big picture project 
forward

BORING?



A Martial Art

Adapt and react to 
the unpredictable 
external world, 
while maintaining 
focus.

Surprise!



Why learn this?
• We all have projects: short term, long term

– Research - Career
– Classes - Family

• “Open loops” 
– accumulation of unfinished or unstarted work 
– affects mental state

• The better you get, the better you must get
– more possibilities = more projects

• REDUCE STRESS





Why are projects stressful?

• Not enough time?  
• Feel overwhelmed
• Procrastination
• Uncertainty is 

comfortable
• Forgotten, 

overlooked things



Stop!
• Take 5 minutes and write down the open 

loops, things that are causing you stress

• Empty your mind
• Stream of conscious
• No one will see it, be candid
• Go!



How did you feel doing this?
• Negative emotions? – frustration, guilt, 

anxiety, fear, panic 
• Positive emotions? – release, relief
• Source of negative emotions -- Everything 

on that list is an agreement with yourself, if 
you’re not doing it, you are breaking a trust 
/ commitment with yourself (at least)

• There always is too much to do.



A little more psychology…

• Internal / emotional commitments to 
complete tasks don’t have a sense of time 
– Always on, 24/7, that little voice

• I should be…



• Step 1 - Write it down
– capture it, empty it from your psychic RAM

• Your brain is a terrible storage device – 4 
chunks of information in short term 
memory maximum

• Write it ALL down 
– No way to trust system
if you know something 
is missing



People are wired differently for this…
• Do you get a positive mental rush for task 

completion?
• Myers-Briggs = Judging vs. Perceiving
• A Judging (J) style approaches the outside world WITH 

A PLAN
– Oriented toward closure and completion.
– Trap: Easy to get “busy” not necessarily effective

• A Perceiving (P) style takes the outside world AS IT 
COMES
– flexible, oriented to changing game plans.
– Trap: Easy to have great ideas that are never completed



Intelligently dumb down the list

• Step 1 – Write it down
– NOTE: To do lists are NOT the full answer
– “Write Thesis”, examples?

• Step 2 – Process the “to do”s into 
simple, single next actions 

• Think about it ONCE, when it occurs
• Record the next actions and organize 

them by context (computer, lab, home, 
etc.)



Stop! – Step 2, Time to process

• Go back to your list
• Work through a few items…

– Is it something requiring action?
– What is the action? Keep it simple!

Pick your most ambiguous project and share 
it… go around the table with these.  Can 
you come up with next actions?



The method, the discipline…
• 1. Empty your psychic RAM – all of it
• 2. Identify the next action

– Not enough time is not the problem - not 
knowing what to do is.

– We need simple, quick wins – crossing 
something off the list.

• 3. Record that action in a place where you 
can be sure you will see it

• 4. Trust that system



Keeping the system running

• Weekly review is essential
• For each action – consciously, 

systematically decide to:
– Do it
– Hand it off
– Delay it

• Capture all To Do’s and process them



Project Management – Groups

• Project Management for groups parallels 
personal project management
– Brainstorm - visualization
– De-dupe, separate into categories
– Clarify
– Prioritization
– Execute



Brainstorm

• Project needs brain purge from all group 
members

• Brainstorming – real, open-ended, no 
wrong answers, no evaluation, no filter –
all is recorded



Visualize WILD Success

• Go forward past the 
end point of the project.

• What does success 
actually look like?

• Give yourself 
permission to dream big

• Don’t worry - your brain 
will naturally figure out 
intermediate steps



Back to your project list…

• Pick 1 item from your brain dump that you 
would love to complete OR

• Add new projects, bluesky, big ideas that 
you’ve wanted to tackle?

• Something Chapter specific?
• Goal: Each table should agree on one 

project that they will treat as a group
• Capture all potential projects, lobby, vote?



Seed Ideas: Chapter Topics
• Industry Relations
• New Member Recruitment
• Establishing good relationships for outreach
• Managing your Money
• Chapter Leadership / Roll-over
• Outreach Ideas
• Event Planning and logistics for large groups
• Involving undergrads
• The One Year Plan
• Department /  Advisor Relations
• Web design
• Chapter Marketing
• Leveraging your funding
• Collaboration with Chapters
• Obtaining/using campus resources



Prioritization

• Black Magic: Trust heart, head, gut, seat 
of pants

• Key: trust intuitive judgment
• Assess

– Do it 
– Pass it off
– Hold on it (vs. procrastination)

• Does it really have to be done?



• Numbers are consecutive and so are 
priorities. 
– Never tell an individual or the team that they 

have two #1 priorities.
– If you think there should be two #1’s, consult 

with others, esp. when the call should be 
theirs.



• 4 Criteria determine what to do
– What can you possibly do (context)
– How much time you can spend
– Is your brain ready?  Fresh? Toast?
– What will give the highest personal payoff

• How can you maximize all the possible 
configurations of these possibilities – lots 
of different bite-size actions



Tips from Carol



Be brave. You may be the salmon.

• It is better to stop a project and back track 
if serious flaws are recognized.

• The worst thing you can do for the project 
or the organization is to do the wrong thing 
very well.



Communicate, communicate, 
communicate, communicate

• Know the audience you are communicating 
with. Advisors, fellow students, assistants, 
colleagues

• Assume that the persons you are 
communicating with may not know all the 
background information.

• Sharing information, even if it seems redundant, 
is the best way to keep everyone on the same 
page.

• Be a good teacher and mentor.



The devil really IS in the details

• There are project managers who are well 
versed in project management 
methodologies and those who are 
immersed in the details of the business 
and technical requirements. The best 
project managers are masters of both.



Concluding the project

• Reflect on things that went wrong and 
identify how you can improve project 
management the next time.
– Conduct a project post-mortem with team 

members after the project is done.
– Identify the ‘gotcha’s for the recent project 

and make a conscious effort to not make 
those mistakes again.



Refine the Vision

• Mind-map as a group on this project
• Convert brainstorm list into a map of 

connected elements
• De-dupe, clarify, ask questions
• Explore the connections between 

elements  use the map



Describe the chosen projects 

+2 critical issues
`





Group Questions

• What is the best project you have ever 
worked on?

• Most successful?
• Most ambitious?
• What were the characteristics of this 

project and team that made it successful?
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